
Dry stone wall raised bed 600 high
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Adjustable louvered fence

Drilled cobbles on metal rods

set in a buried sleeper

Polished concrete

on a preformed table

Cobbles set in around paving

Ground level beds

Cubed building with a back picture

window and Sedum roof

Fence removed

300mm access gap

Paving

Grass

Hot tub with 3 x access hatches in decking

New drain pipe linking the

sump from hot tub to man hole

Tree

MH

MH

No fencing (borrowed view)
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Hot tub bund with a 500 x 500 hole for pump that

is drained back to the man hole by the house

The hot tub will sit 600mm below deck

and 600 will be viable from above

Walling

Butterfly friendly

pots on decking

Wishing tree with fairy lights

Hot tub bund 2500 x 2500 x

600 with a 500 x 500 cut out

square in the concrete base

for the pump linking a new

drain pipe to the man hole

Fence to be removed along

the back boundary

Louvered screen fitted behind

hot tub area

Block raised bed 600 high

faced with stone wall copings

New lawn

Drilled cobbles set on metal

rods fixed into a sleeper

Concrete base for new building

Fence removed at the back of

building roll poles behind cut

down to just above building

base so it is not blocking the

view from the picture window

Preformed table with a casing

top for a concrete pour and

polish on site

Cobble patterns set in between

paving
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